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Filipinos are well known for being good at using English as a second language. There are many factors why we Filipinos are good at such. One of these is that we have been colonized by the Americans and learned tons of their culture and be able to adapt it even up to these days.

However recent studies show that this skill slowly deteriorates due to some the significant factors. Nevertheless, there are several simple ways on how to improve spoken English and here are some:

1. BE A WIDE READER. As you read a lot you will encounter new words that will enable to widen your vocabulary and be able to use it as an expression or a part of your everyday communication skill. Reading is fun and don’t exhaust yourself from doing so because it will result from depression.

2. LISTEN TO FOREIGN MUSIC. As a learner of a second language, specifically English, you need to be creative enough on how to enhance your skill using the English language. This technique is fun especially for the kids because they will learn while enjoying. Just make sure to listen very well to the lyrics of the song for you to be able to get the meaning of it accurately.

3. WATCH FOREIGN MOVIES. One best technique on how to improve communicative English is to simply watch English films that full of moral, and excitement. At first, you will notice that you find it a bit difficult to understand what’s going on to the story. But as you expose yourself from watching English
film as often, you will be surprise that you can simply easy comprehend to a certain film.

4. PRACTICE. PRACTICE. PRACTICE. Most importantly, you need to practice yourself using the language because it will evidently enhance your skill. From doing so, we can’t deny the fact that practice makes you equipped to perform a certain skill and same rule applies in communication.

Be creative in improving your communication skill. Always consult someone that can help you extract the meaning of unfamiliar word or you may also consult a dictionary. Nobody can help you but yourself by the use of determination and willingness to learn. Be creative and be innovative. Ignite the burning passion in your heart on how to make yourself globally competitive with a great communication skill.
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